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Effective evidence-based nature conservation and habitat management relies on developing and refining our
methodological toolbox for detecting critical ecological changes at an early stage. This requires not only optimizing the use and integration of evidence from available data, but also optimizing methods for dealing with
imperfect knowledge and data deficiencies. For policy and management relevance, ecological data are often
synthesized into indicators, which are assessed against reference levels and limit values. Here we explore
challenges and opportunities in defining ecological condition in relation to a reference condition reflecting intact
ecosystems, as well as setting limit values for good ecological condition, linked to critical ecological thresholds in
dose–response relationships between pressures and condition variables. These two concepts have been widely
studied and implemented in aquatic sciences, but rarely in terrestrial systems. In this paper, we address practical
considerations, theoretical challenges and possible solutions using different approaches to determine reference
and limit values for good ecological condition in terrestrial ecosystems, based on empirical experiences from a
case study in central Norway. We present five approaches for setting indicator reference values for intact ecosystems: absolute biophysical boundaries, reference areas, reference communities, ecosystem dynamics based
models, and habitat availability based models. We further present four approaches for identifying indicator limit
values for good ecological condition: empirically estimated values, statistical distributions, assumed linear relationships, and expert judgement-based limits. This exercise highlights the versatile and robust nature of
ecological condition assessments based on reference and limit values for different management purposes, for
situations where knowledge of the underlying relationships is lacking, and for situations limited by data
availability.

1. Introduction

against pre-defined reference values representing a desired state such as
intact ecosystems or limits for acceptable deviations from this state (e.g.
Scholes & Biggs 2005, Loh et al. 2005). How to set these reference levels
and/or reference limits is a topic of much debate.
One common approach is to define the reference level as the indicator value in a baseline year (e.g. EEA 2012, EBCC 2019). While this
approach is conceptually straightforward, pragmatic, and allows for
synthesized trend analyses, it is often less suitable for a comprehensive
ecological condition assessment due to lack of relevant historical data
(cf. Collins et al. 2020). More specifically, using baseline years is less

Ecological assessment tools and approaches that allow early detection of critical changes in biodiversity and ecosystems are key to effective, evidence-based nature management and policy at local, national and global scales (Tittensor et al. 2014). A key function of such
tools is to translate and synthesize raw monitoring data (i.e. quantitative metrics of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning over time) into
indicators, and to assess the condition and trends in biodiversity and
functioning of the monitored ecosystems by comparing these indicators
⁎
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appropriate for monitoring progress towards management goals that
are set in absolute terms (e.g. evaluating restoration success) and for
comparisons across sites or geographical areas as conditions, and hence
baseline values, will generally differ for any given baseline year (cf.
Soga & Gaston 2018). For the purpose of general applications and/or
comparative purposes, a quantification of a universally defined desirable ecosystem reference condition is therefore preferable (Scholes &
Biggs 2005, Nielsen et al. 2007).
Such universally-defined reference values may be developed to describe the system in good ecological condition as well as by associated
limit values – or tipping points – beyond which the system is no longer
considered to be in an acceptable condition (e.g. Becker & Hoffmann
2019). This conceptual framework originates from approaches that seek
to identify critical ecological thresholds in relation to dose–response
relationships between environmental pressures and indicators of ecological condition (Andersen et al. 2008). The reference condition concept is well-developed within freshwater science, where it is also implemented into policy (Stoddard et al. 2006), such as for example in the
EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) (EC 2019).
In contrast, tools and approaches based on such predefined reference values and limits for good ecological condition are rare in terrestrial biodiversity and ecosystem monitoring (but see e.g. Scholes &
Biggs 2005). This may reflect concerns amongst terrestrial ecologists
about over-simplification of nature and, more pragmatically, a lack of
data and scientific knowledge about dose–response relationships frustrating attempts to set evidence-based thresholds (cf. Lindenmayer &
Luck 2005, Johnson 2013). While these concerns are valid and important, notably for avoiding misguided management, the inherent
ability of reference-based approaches to assess and compare progress
towards predefined goals is attractive due to high policy and management relevance (Rakocinski et al. 1997). Further, when such approaches are based on well-documented empirical driver-response relationships, as for the critical loads concept for nitrogen deposition
(Bobbink & Hettelingh 2011), they provide rigor and reliability.
In this paper, we therefore present and discuss approaches for developing reference values and limit values for good ecological condition
in terrestrial ecosystems (Box 1). The approaches are empirically exemplified by the newly-developed Index-Based Ecological Condition
Assessment tool (IBECA) based on data from a case study of forest and
alpine ecosystems in central Norway (Jakobsson et al., in prep; Nybø
et al. 2019). We first introduce the rationale and the conceptual framework behind IBECA, and then discuss practical considerations, theoretical challenges, and possible solutions for setting values for the
reference condition and limits for good ecological condition.

the indicators. IBECA defines the reference condition as intact ecosystems (sensu Nybø et al. 2019, see also Stoddard et al. 2006, EC 2019)
characterized by recent historical biodiversity, climatic conditions
(1961–1990 the normal period), and where modern intensive or largescale human pressures are absent (Box 1). Note that this means that
IBECA also covers semi-natural ecosystems where traditional extensive
management regimes exist within an otherwise naturally functioning
ecosystem, and is seen as an integral part of the system (see Jakobsson
et al., in prep for details). Harmonizing with the EU WFD, the IBECA
defines a state of good ecological condition as ‘a condition that does not
significantly deviate from the references condition’ (Box 1).

Individual indicators can be (i) positive, i.e. a value decreasing from
the reference condition value translates as reduced ecological condition, (ii) negative, i.e. a value increasing from the reference value
translates as reduced ecological condition, or (iii) two-sided (e.g. unimodal), i.e. where the reference condition is characterized by an intermediate value and both an increase and decrease from this value
represents reduced ecological condition.
To enable comparison and aggregation of results across individual
indicators within the IBECA framework, the reference and limit values
were used to rescale the raw indicator data into a 0 – 1 scale, where 1
represents the reference condition, 0.6 the limit for good ecological
condition (this specific value was used to harmonize with the boundary
between good and moderate condition in the EU WFD) and 0 represents
a (theoretical or potentially realized) fully degraded condition (Fig. 1;
cf. EC 2019). Here we focus on alternative approaches for quantifying
and monitoring the state of ecosystems in or near the good ecological
condition range (i.e. 0.6 – 1). We note that defining and characterizing
the degraded state is a research topic in itself (cf. Ghazoul et al. 2015),
and for the purpose of this paper we approach this quantitatively in
relative simple terms: Operationally, for positive indicators IBECA
considers the lowest possible value (or absence) of an indicator as representing the degraded condition. For negative indicators IBECA defines the highest possible value (realized or theoretical) as representing
the degraded condition. For two-sided indicators IBECA defines the two
realized or theoretical extreme values representing the degraded conditions.
In the following sections, we discuss opportunities, limitations, and
consequences of different approaches and potential data sources for

2. Case study framework
Recently we developed a new indicator-based ecological condition
assessment approach (IBECA), illustrated through an empirical case
study from forest and alpine ecosystems in central Norway (Jakobsson
et al., in prep; Nybø et al. 2019). Throughout this paper we refer to the
IBECA definition of ecological condition: “the state and trends of structures and functions (incl. productivity) in an ecosystem”. IBECA defines
and characterizes ecological condition with respect to seven ecosystem
characteristics that encompass key aspects of the biodiversity, structure, and functioning of the ecosystem: primary production, biomass
composition across trophic levels, functional groups within trophic levels, functionally important species and (biophysical) structures, biodiversity, landscape patterns and abiotic factors. Each of the seven
characteristics are empirically assessed through indicators. In the case
study, we used data on eighteen indicators, ranging from sample-based
biodiversity-data and population or biomass estimates of important
plants and animals, via landscape indicators to biophysical indicators
(Appendix A).
The first challenge in developing IBECA was to operationalize the
reference conditions and limits for good ecological condition (Box 1) for
2
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Wolverine population levels
Species populations

Dead wood volume

Demography + habitat availability models

values
values
values
values

from models where model
represent an intact ecosystem
from models where model
represent an intact ecosystem
Indicator
predictor
Indicator
predictor
Data + ecosystem dynamics models

Mean (or median) of distribution of indicator values in a
real or theoretical reference community
Indicator data from reference areas (e.g. mean or maximum
values)
Reference level values estimated from data-driven expert
knowledge on ecosystem dynamics
Reference level values estimated from data-driven expert
knowledge on population dynamics and habitat availability.

Species populations or ecosystem structures

Ellenberg-derived vegetation
indicator for light
Bilberry coverage

Alien species coverage
Minimum or maximum value (e.g. 0/1 or 0/100%)

IBECA example
Type of indicator(s)

E.g. pollution levels, relative vegetation
cover
Any species community based indicator
linked to quantitative data per species
Any
Reference areas

For negative indicators, there are often absolute biophysical
boundaries that allow us to define the reference level for the indicator
value in a straight-forward way, i.e. the reference condition implies that
the indicator is absent from the ecosystem. For example, IBECA includes an indicator for area proportion without alien species, for which
the reference condition implies no alien species, hence the reference
value is 100% of the area without alien species (Table 1). In our case
study, this approach was used for three indicators in total. Robustness
and transparency are major advantages in using biophysical or proportional boundary indicators, and the connection to ecological integrity is clear (cf. Stoddard et al. 2006). However, there are relatively
few potential indicators for which this approach is appropriate.

Reference communities

3.1. Absolute biophysical boundaries

Intact ecosystem represented by min. or max. of
indicator values
Reference species communities used to reflect the
functional signature of intact ecosystems
Area(s) representing an intact ecosystem

Ideally, reference values should be based on empirical data from
relevant reference systems or historical reference periods. In real life,
such baseline data are scarce, incomplete or lacking, and our aim is to
provide scientifically sound alternatives for tackling realistic situations
in which complete empirical data from the reference condition is not
available (cf. Section 1). In developing IBECA and testing it by means of
the case study we explored five broad categories of approaches to estimate empirical reference levels for ecological condition indicators.
The five approaches are summarized in Table 1 and discussed in detail
below.

Absolute biophysical boundaries

3. Approaches for setting reference levels

Estimation of reference levels

defining empirical reference and limit values for ecological condition
indicators. For a complete overview of operationalized reference and
limit values for indicators used in IBECA, see Appendix A. While this
discussion is based on our experiences with developing the IBECA approach, we emphasize that all our approaches rely on sound empirical
system knowledge and/or empirical data, with relevance more generally for other ecological condition frameworks. However, if the specific data needs for using the suggested approaches is not available, the
associated method and indicator should not be used, neither alone nor
within index-based frameworks such as IBECA.

Reference condition specification

Fig. 1. The rescaling of IBECA indicator values uses three values: the reference
level (solid vertical line), the limit for good ecological condition (dashed vertical lines: before rescaling, the three positive example indicators have different
limits relative to the reference level) and the value representing a degraded
condition. The scaling ensures that the rescaled values along the y-axis can be
compared and combined across indicators. Light green = good ecological
condition. The visualized scaling approach applies to positive indicators but can
easily be applied for negative indicators by mirroring the x-axis, whereas twosided indicators need a combination of these approaches (see 4.2). Modified
from Nybø et al. (2019).

Category

Table 1
Five approaches to setting reference levels, as exemplified in IBECA and the regional case study in central Norway (Jakobsson et al., in prep; Nybø et al., 2019). The table lists generalized approaches (category), reference
condition specification for that category, the approach used for defining reference levels, types of indicators for which the approach is applicable, and an indicator example from the case study.
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3.2. Reference areas

or selected reference sites or empirical models can be used (Stoddard
et al. 2006). This approach was used for five indicators in the case
study, among which we find two indicators for the volume of dead
wood in forests. These indicators were estimated from data on dead
wood volume along forest productivity gradients in pristine forests
(Siitonen 2001, Ranius et al. 2004), combined with models on age
composition in pristine forests (Pennanen 2002). Assumptions based on
these models were then applied on NFI productivity and age data
(Tomter et al. 2010) in order to estimate expected dead wood amounts
in pristine forests in Norway.

If data from appropriate reference areas are available, these could
be used to define reference values for basically any indicator. Selecting
proper reference areas has been identified as a key step towards good
ecological indicators (Soranno et al. 2011). The reference area approach is attractive in that it is data driven, and conceptually easy to
relate to intact ecosystems as the meaning of a reference condition.
However, with the current considerable human impact on natural
ecosystems it could be questioned whether such areas exist, in many
regions, and to what extent current potential reference sites represent
intact ecosystems (Stoddard et al. 2006), and how this could be assessed
and evaluated. In our case study, we found few indicators with data
from areas which could be unequivocally classified as intact. In fact, this
approach could only be applied to two of the indicators, among them
percentage coverage of bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) based on reference areas within the National Forest Inventory (NFI) data (Tomter
et al. 2010).

3.5. Habitat availability based models
Similar to the above described dynamics model, this approach relies
on data to model reference levels, which can be seen as a combination
of the best professional judgement and extrapolation from empirical models
described by Stoddard et al. (2006). The approach is closely linked to
species distribution modelling but implies making assumptions on potential population densities (under the reference condition) and depends on good data on habitat availability. Estimation of potential
population densities should be data driven, and with adequate data and
insight about populations, the uncertainty is on the scale of statistical
precision. Habitat availability, on the other hand, can constitute a
conceptual dilemma, as it can (i) be seen in the light of available habitat
today, (ii) needs to be modelled back in time, or (iii) potential natural
vegetation (Chiarucci et al. 2010) needs to be estimated. In the case
study, we adopted the first of these approaches (but see assumptions in
Box 1), and used habitat availability based models for five indicators.
Among these is the wolverine population indicator, with model assumptions on habitat availability and potential population levels based
on Lande et al. (2003).

3.3. Reference communities
This approach is related to the previous category, but with a focus
on the species composition (or other characteristics) of either a real or a
theoretical reference community. A reference community approach
could be based on statistical distributions of species data (cf. Stoddard
et al. 2006), data from reference areas (as described above) or historical
records. This approach is conceptually similar to the floristic quality
index (Bourdaghs et al. 2006), clearly links to ecological integrity, and
is in line with the optimal range approach to reference levels (Stoddard
et al. 2006). Community composition can be treated as an indicator
itself, but the reference community approach can also be used to estimate reference values for indicators based on species’ environmental
tolerances or functional species attributes (Lewis et al. 2014). We developed three IBECA indicators based on Ellenberg indicator values,
where reference levels were estimated using this approach. Ellenberg
values are classified ordinal values of species’ position along environmental gradients in their realized ecological niche (Hill et al., 1999).
We used representative species lists developed for Nature in Norway
(Halvorsen et al. 2015) as a reference and calculated reference community weighted mean Ellenberg indicators for each nature type based
on these lists. We resampled the representative species lists to generate
reference community Ellenberg indicator distributions for each nature
type, from which we used the median value to define the reference
value (Appendix A, Töpper et al. 2018).

4. Approaches for setting limits for good ecological condition
The dose–response relationship between an environmental pressure
and the response in terms of change in ecological condition can take
many different shapes (Andersen et al. 2008). In cases where dose–response relationships are established, the major challenge in setting
indicator value limits for good ecological condition resides in agreeing
how much the ecological conditions should be allowed to deviate from
the reference before the condition is no longer good. For alien species,
for example, it is relatively straight-forward to argue that the reference
condition should be their absence, but should the limit for good ecological condition be set at 1, 5, 25% cover of alien species? This may
vary between systems, but also between ecosystem characteristics or
indicators within the same system. Challenges quickly exacerbate in
real, often data-deficient systems: the dose–response relationships between pressures and indicators are often not well documented in the
literature, and the data often do not allow analytical approaches to set
limits for good ecological condition. We have identified four different
conceptual approaches to set limits for good ecological condition
(Table 2), and discuss these, giving examples from the IBECA project, in

3.4. Ecosystem dynamics based models
With limited reference data (as described above) for indicators, alternative modelling approaches can be applied. This ecosystem dynamics based approach uses a combination of data for selected components of the ecosystem and modelling of ecosystem dynamics to
allow calculation of reference values. Data from historical records and/

Table 2
Examples of usage of the four approaches to setting limit values for good ecological condition in the IBECA case study on ecological condition in Trøndelag, Norway
(Jakobsson et al., in prep; Nybø et al., 2019). The table lists the generalized approach (category), how it relates to the definition of good ecological condition, scaling
possibilities, and an indicator example from the case study.
Category

Relation to limit for good ecological condition

Scaling

Example

Empirically estimated values
Statistical distributions

Critical levels of the indicator can be directly linked to empirical data
Distribution of indicator values within a reference data population used to
estimate statistical deviance from mean
Based on scientific expertise, the relationship between the reference condition
and a degraded ecosystem is assumed to be linear
Based on scientific expertise, the relationship between the reference condition
and a degraded ecosystem is assumed to be non-linear

Flexible
Flexible, often twosided
Linear

Nitrogen deposition
Ellenberg-derived vegetation
indicator for light
Dead wood volume

Non-linear

Alien species coverage

Assumed linear relationships
Expert judgement-based limits
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this section.

like coverage, scale and data type. Hence, a toolbox of conceptualized
approaches for setting reference and limit values for good ecological
condition is necessary to facilitate the practical application and best
possible use of data and integration of different data types in quantitative assessments of ecological condition. In this paper, we present five
main approaches for setting reference values and four approaches for
setting limit values for good ecological condition, and discuss our experiences concerning practical considerations, theoretical challenges
and possible solutions. We hope that the approaches we present here
will assist further development and practical implementation of quantitative, and testable, concepts for assessments of ecological condition.

4.1. Empirically estimated values
When the required empirical evidence for determining the dose–response relationships for the important ecosystem indicators and
characteristics exist, setting limits for good ecological condition are
relatively straightforward. In our case study, the only indicator for
which this approach was applied on was nitrogen deposition. Critical
loads for nitrogen deposition (Bobbink & Hettelingh 2011) readily lend
themselves to define limit values for good ecological condition, whereas
this knowledge is lacking for most other terrestrial indicators.

CRediT authorship contribution statement

4.2. Statistical distributions
Statistical distributions of data can be used for setting limits for
good ecological condition, in particular when using reference communities as a reference. In the case study, reference value distributions
derived from representative species lists for different habitat types were
generated for Ellenberg indicators. These reference distributions largely
constitute two-sided distributions with tails on both sides of the
Ellenberg scale, and thus provide both a lower and an upper limit for
good ecological condition. For these indicators we used the median of
the respective habitat type’s distribution as the reference value (see
above), and the lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval
as the limit values for good ecological condition (Appendix A), as the
probability of observing an indicator value outside this interval in a
reference community is 0.05. An exception from two-sided distributions
is Ellenberg salt tolerance: where the interval representing good ecological conditions includes zero.
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4.3. Assumed linear relationships
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In its simplest form, indicator values can be assumed to be linearly
related to ecological condition (see Fig. 1). This was the case for most
indicators in our case study, assuming that less than 60% of the reference value is critical for the indicator’s condition. For some of these
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4.4. Expert judgement-based limits
Although linear approximations are commonly used in ecology,
non-linear dose–response curves are often expected due to the complexity of ecosystems (Andersen et al. 2008). If data do not allow for
quantitative dose–response estimations, but there is reason to expect a
non-linear relationship between the indicator variable and ecological
condition, expert judgement can be used to approximate this non-linear
relationship. In our case, we used a simplified two-step linear regression
approach to approximate non-linear relationships between indicator
values and ecological condition (see Fig. 1), where the critical judgement was for setting the limit for good ecological condition. An example from the case study was the indicator area proportion without
alien species, where the disproportionate negative effect of alien species
on the ecosystem was accounted for when setting the limit value to
95%.
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